
Math 512. Quiz 4 Monday October 24, 2011.

Let G be the symmetry group of the oriented cube (otherwise known as the rotational
symmetry group of the cube). Note that G acts on the set X of integer-points in the solid
cube C centered at the origin of side 2. That is, G acts on the set of 27 points in R3 whose
coordinates (x, y, z) are either 1,−1 or 0.

1. There are exactly four orbits for this action of G on X . Describe them exactly, and tell
how many points are in each.

Solution: The four orbits are
(1) the center of the cube (the origin), an orbit of cardinality 1: {(0, 0, 0)}
(2) The set of eight vertices (or corners) of the cube: {(±1,±1,±1)}
(3) The set of six midpoints of the faces of the cube: {(0, 0,±1), (±1, 0, 0), (0,±1, 0)}.
(4) The set of 12 midpoints of the edges of the cube: {(0,±1,±1), (±1, 0,±1), (±1,±1, 0)}.

Note that these cardinalities sum to 27, as they should, since these four sets partition the
27-element set X .

2. Consider the point (1, 0, 0) which lies on the midpoint of one face of the cube C. What is
the order of the stabilizer of this point?

Solution: The stabilizer is the group of four rotations fixing this face (ie, though the
x-axis). It is order four.

3. If you figured out anything interesting about the product of the cardinalities of the orbit
and the stabilizer of a point, tell me here!

Solution: For any finite group, acting on any set: |G| = |Stab(x)||O(x)|. In this case, we
know the answer to 2 is 4, since the orbit of the point in question has cardinality six and the
group has cardinality 24.


